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Name of the Tool

One World-Nations Online

Home Page

Logo

URL

http://www.nationsonline.org/

Subject

Geography-Dictionaries

Accessibility

Free

Language

English

Publisher

Nations Online Mad Astronomy Department

Brief History

The Nations Online Project started in early 1998 as a reference work for
netscout.net. The idea was to create an online guide to cultures and nations around
the world. At that time, there was not as much information available about foreign
countries online as there is today, but the idea was that it should be possible to find at

least one entry for every Top Level Domain (country code for the Internet) on the
Web.

Scope and Coverage

Nations Online Project is a pioneer in providing information about countries. It is
made to improve cross-cultural understanding and global awareness, dedicated to art,
culture, history, and the uniqueness of a nation and its people. This covers
information of earth, continents, and countries. Categories of this site includes:
Maps, world population, languages, cities of the world, international codes, flags,
international currencies, airlines & airports, news, famous monuments, places of
worship or power etc.

Kind of Information
This site provides information on continents, countries and cities.
Information on continents includes area, population, highest point, largest lake, and
longest river, list of countries’ status, population and capital cities. Name of
countries and cities are hyperlinked.

Entries on country include background information, border countries, different
official sites, administrative unit, images, high courts and jurisdiction, statistics of
population, maps, ISO country code, calling code, area, location, climate, people,
natural resources, agriculture products, industries etc.

Entries on cities include small coverage about the cities with images and maps and
standard time zone.

Special Features
 Links to Google map.
 This site provides satellite images of earth with description under “Modern
Earth gallery”

Arrangement Pattern

Countries are arranged by alphabetically, by area, by population, by country flags.
Cities are arranged by famous cities, capital cities of Africa, capital cities of
Americas, capital cities of Asia, capital cities of Australia, capital cities of Europe,
capital cities of US, large cities of US. Most famous landmarks are classified by city
icons, most famous monuments, places of powers and worship.

Remarks

Comparable Tools

Date of Access

This is a popular online geographical reference tool with wide area of coverage. It
provides not only the detail information of continents, countries, cities but also
satellite view of different portion of arts that makes the site very special.
 World Geography (http://www.factmonster.com/ipka/A0770414.html)
 Geographic.org ( http://www.geographic.org/)
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